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Welcome from Imelda Poole,
IBVM, President
RENATE Europe.

This newsletter reveals a time of
dynamic action, new initiatives and a
change of focus for the many members
of RENATE across Europe during COVID19.
It has not been a time of ‘silent’
lockdown. Indeed, just as the traffickers have moved in on the
vulnerable to ply their trade so too have the members of RENATE
all over Europe, only they have been there in the field, online,
defending the rights of the trafficked and the vulnerable. They
have been out there feeding the hungry and ensuring, with a
strong voice, that they are given justice even during this time of
crisis. It has been a painful time to experience so many more
made hungry and in stress. The need for online care and
counselling has increased massively. We even hear of Landlords
forcing families to allow their children to be used for illicit work
to pay off their debts. Some are even sexually exploited through
this pressure of poverty.
The world is changing in front of our eyes. It is a time when we
are called to deeper reflection and a strong joined-up voice to
denounce the new crime, the new ways online, the cruelty of
those who use the pain and suffering of others to deepen this
suffering through the trade in human beings. This is the time
when those who are most vulnerable need to be protected by us
all to keep them safe and able to live a humane life. This is their
right. We are called to look out for and protect those hidden
between the gaps, hidden because of poverty, from the eyes of
most of us. We have learnt to be more neighbourly during these
times but maybe our neighbourliness has to extend beyond what
is easy.
Are we able to move out of our comfort zone and look deeply
into the eyes of the most desperate and say: ‘I really Care.’’
Imelda, the RENATE Core Group and Staff.
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RENATE Film
Festival
Competition.
For the first time,
BAFTA in London will
mark European antiHuman Trafficking
Day, 18 October, by
hosting a film festival,
organised by RENATE.
You can view the news
about the festival and
the link to the RENATE
Film Competition on the
newly established
RENATE Events
website

https://www.renateev
ents.net
All winning films are
shown at the RENATE
film festival to be held at
the BAFTA/Royal
Society of Arts, London,
UK.
Up to 5 team members
get to attend the film
festival, and will receive a
certificate & prize.
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Advocacy and Awareness-raising in Action!
RENATE membership of the Conference of the INGOs at the Council of Europe, making
audible the voice of our members regarding the impact of the pandemic on INGOs' activities and
make visible their vision of the future.
1). In response to an invitation from Anna RURKA, President of the Conference of the INGOs of the
Council of Europe, RENATE President, Imelda Poole, IBVM and three RENATE members, Adina Balan,
CJ, Marie Hélѐne Halligon, OLCGS and Ms. Marjana Meshi, Director, Different and Equal, together
with a number of other NGO representatives, reflected upon the following three questions:
- What are the impacts of the pandemic on your INGO's activities?
- How are your INGO and its members adapting to this context and adapting their activities to
pandemic regulations / restrictions?
- Could you give some recommendations on the indispensable actions which should be undertaken
with regards to the civil society sector at national and international level (desirable actions which
should in your opinion come from the public authorities but also from the private sector and from
society in the general sense)?
Hear their responses on the following recording:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WOdBh5fPu9MdwuZhd7UVUwp4967nuBxC/view?usp=drive_web
2).

Council of Europe COVID-19 Thematic WEBINARs online- 22 & 23 June 2020- MIGRANTS AND
REFUGEES: AFTER COVID-19.
Marie Hélѐne Halligon, RENATE representative at the Council of Europe
Conference of INGOs, shares about the phenomenon of trafficking in
human beings during migration, which of course, never stopped during
the pandemic. On the contrary, already vulnerable, migrants,
particularly women and children, saw their vulnerability worsening, with
traffickers taking advantage of the special conditions linked to COVID-19,
even infiltrating aid networks to lure their victims.
All actors in the field were confronted with additional difficulties,
regardless of the place or the stage at which migrant victims of trafficking
had arrived. The challenges ranged from difficulty for NGOs to access
camps (NGOs cannot meet victims of THB, especially women and children,
including unaccompanied minors) through to difficulties on the part of
migrants themselves, in trying to locate a safe route and find shelter.
These are a people without papers, without a residence permit and as a
consequence, have found it more difficult to ask for help and to report
their situation.
Fundamentally, access to basic human rights has become their ongoing reality.
To hear the discourse of the thematic webinars: https://www.coe.int/fr/web/ingo/june-2020
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3. UK & US Ambassadors to the Holy See, co-host Symposium:
WOMEN RELIGIOUS ON THE FRONTLINES during COVID-19 Pandemic.

On Tuesday, 23 June 2020, the US and British Ambassadors to the Holy See co-hosted an
hour-long webinar entitled ‘Women Religious on the Frontlines,’ highlighting the selfless
humanitarian efforts of sisters in every part of the world.
Imelda Poole, IBVM, President RENATE, together with Comboni Sister Alicia Vacas and Sister
Stan Terese Mumuni, Marian Sisters of Eucharistic Love, shared their stories and experiences
of continuing to work with the most vulnerable; care for abandoned children; work to
alleviate poverty; provide health-care, food and care packages to the unemployed and
destitute as well as helping victims of human trafficking.
To watch a recording of the full Symposium:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=280195259724005&ref=watch_permalink
Below is a selection of other records of the Symposium: Once opened, you may need to scroll down
through the link to locate the reports.
https://www.romereports.com/en/2020/06/23/religious-sisters-share-mission-reality-compassiongenerosity-exhaustion-powerless/
https://cruxnow.com/church-in-africa/2020/06/nuns-in-africa-risk-hunger-during-coronavirusepidemic-panel-hears/
https://www.catholicnews.com/services/englishnews/2020/women-religious-honored-for-work-onpandemics-front-lines.cfm
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/religious-sisters-risk-lives-to-rescue-the-vulnerableamid-pandemic-29428
EWTN News Nightly recording:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6Zz9qqYY6w&feature=youtu.be&t=521
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Insights into some of the work at grassroots level across
the network during the time of COVID-19 pandemic.
1) Sr. Marie Josephine Fenando, OLCGS, based in Belgium.
Sr. Marie Josephine Fenando, OLCGS,
based in Belgium, is a RENATE member
working with SAWA, an organisation
with a mission in Brussels, Liege and
Namur.
‘’Most of the work is in support of
women and girls who have been
trafficked from Africa and are now in
prostitution and finding it difficult to
break the chains of dependency. As a
result of our work, the girls are now
able to stand on their own two feet. They look very happy and healthy, are smiling and earning their
living. When we first met them, they were so frightened even to look at us. Most of them came to us
crying, tired and sad.
In the beginning, they could not tell us the truth. They were sick and disappointed. As a result of
their abuse, they have had to go through medical treatments. What is particularly challenging is the
fact that even though they manage to escape from their traffickers, because of the cultural
obligations, they must continue to send money to their family despite no longer having any money
to hand. They have lots of debts which must be honoured.
SAWA helps the girls in lots of ways. Where possible, SAWA takes the responsibility to pay the debts
and also to send money to a girl’s family until the girls can find gainful employment. SAWA provides
shelter, food, clothing, counselling, pocket money, even the monthly bus ticket. Sometimes they
don’t come to live in our shelter house but even so, we help them. SAWA takes care of their health
& also pays medical expenses. In many instances, we have to find ways to solve alcohol and drug
problems. Counselling alone does not sufficiently help them; we need to always keep them
occupied.
SAWA helps the girls in Belgium to get their residence cards. Once they have a residence card, the
girls can go to language classes or skill training classes. Some girls have undertaken academic
studies, they have education qualifications but they cannot work in Belgium, thus they have to get
their certificate to legalize their status. For that, they must go through a training period. Meanwhile,
they have to register in the city hall (CPAS). In Belgium, CPAS then provides them with a monthly
allowance until they find a job. While attending training and classes, the girls do some part-time
work to earn a little money.
Today some of our girls are doing very well. For example: two of them are running a restaurant;
others are hairdressers, waitresses, room-cleaners in hotels, house cleaners, cashiers in shops,
secretarial work, running small business (buying and selling), baby sitters, caretakers of elderly
people, nursery teachers and doing secretarial work in offices. For those who want to start their own
small businesses, SAWA is there to support them.
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These days SAWA needs more accommodation for girls. One of
our shelter houses is not yet finished due to a financial problem. But nonetheless, we are doing well.
We give first priority to our girls. Today we work as one family with our team. We are very proud of
them. We are always ready to do what we can for them.’’
2). Update from the UKRAINE- Fr. Roman Lahisz, C.SS.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Easing of COVID-19 restrictions is now across the regions. Throughout the lockdown, online and
telephone supports seem to have been the best and safest means of keeping in contact with
victims/survivors.
Community prayer and Masses online have been quite popular, as people try to find comfort in
gathering together- even virtually!
A positive development from the crisis has been the fact that Redemptorist sisters are now
counselling over the telephone and this new methodology is becoming very popular and widely
appreciated.
Caritas Ukraine have been very active and supportive during the Pandemic, leading to the
understanding and appreciation of collaboration, which is key to outreach to as many people as
possible.
One such example is where cross-border work via CARITAS connecting with CARITAS Milan, helped a
UKRAINIAN girl living in Italy, needed and was supported with food, shelter and support.
Post-COVID-19 restrictions will be a most critical time. During the pandemic, the government urged
many of its citizens to return home for safety but the resulting influx of returning migrants has led to
an unanticipated socio-economic crisis.
Many are having huge difficulties in adapting back to life in the Ukraine, especially under the poor
economic circumstances. Without employment and income, many, many are left poverty-stricken,
without shelter, food or access to essential medical services. Such vulnerable people are easy prey
for criminals and those who will exploit for their own gratification.
The new reality post-COVID-19 will be very demanding for society at large, as well as for the
government. There is a great urgency to be prepared to cater for emerging needs.
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3). News from RENATE member in the Czech Republic- during the time of COVID-19.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1Photo by Unknnown
Author- licensed under CC BY_SA_NC.

Due to the movement restrictions, a lot of the girls who have been prostituted, are now in
apartments/houses and therefore not as easily accessible to supports.
Klara Marie is able to respond to the girls via WhatsApp, which is of some help but there is no
substitute for the person-to-person engagement. Prayer for the victims is an essential component of
current support.
While there are shelters for victims of violence and domestic abuse, there are none specifically
designated for women.
For the avoidance of spreading the infection, many homeless are cared for in hotels-given food,
shelter, a bath etc. They greatly value the experience of ‘’normal’’ life, or a reliable
routine/shelter/security/food/hygiene and being looked after medically.
Plans for the future:- Build upon the contacts already made with the girls and maintain those
contacts via telephone and/or online possibilities. Continue the circles of prayer.
Engage with the wider network of RENATE members so we can support one another.
4) News from RENATE members at DAMARIS Community House, Greece.
COVID-19 restrictions by the Government led to the closure of both the office and the learning
centre up to 25 May. During that time of restrictions, in order to
continue and sustain supports, the team held lessons and
maintained connections online for the past two months.
Therefore, the house remained operative, with three girls and
their babies quarantined together.

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY

The good news is that they re-opened the office and learning
centre once restrictions were eased, after 25 May and they are
looking forward to taking in more girls and their babies.
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Already, DAMARIS has advertised for a French Translator, as it
anticipates the need to communicate in French in the near future. Earlier this week, one of the
French-speaking girls joined the Day Programme and a second French-speaking girl will attend from
12 June 2020 onwards.
Much wonderful work is being done, despite the challenging circumstances.
5). The power of possibilities – from Gabriella Legradi, SCSC and Gabrilla Mezinger, SJC., Hungary.
‘’COVID-19 has impacted our
Association in a certain way. We had
just started two new projects at the
beginning of March, one of which is a
prayer-event series for those who
serve vulnerable people. Due to
COVID-19, we will now proceed with
this via Zoom.
We were delighted to receive a
request from a Hungarian faith-based
shelter to help the women in a recovery programme with some activities. So, we proposed cooking
classes and health and hygiene classes – but the lockdown prevents us from meeting them. Thanks
to the internet we now have set up the online meetings/classes. It’s a blessing to reach out to them
in such difficult times.
Praying for all our sisters and brothers worldwide affected by COVID-19 and asking God’s care and
love especially for our colleagues in Italy and Spain. We wish you all God’s loving presence and His
strength in all. Gabriella Legradi, SCSC and Gabriella Mezinger, SJC.’’
6). RUHAMA- working creatively to ensure women affected by prostitution and sex trafficking are
protected and supported throughout the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
RENATE members at RUHAMA, Ireland, share about the
creative ways in which the NGO continues to support
victims of Human Trafficking and Prostitution.
Volunteers at RUHAMA meet virtually via online
platforms to organise delivery of essential supplies to women who work on the streets and are
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The distribution van continues to operate but with
observations of health regulations re. social distancing.
RUHAMA is a Dublin-based NGO that works on a national level with women affected by prostitution
and other forms of commercial sexual exploitation. RUHAMA offers free, confidential support
services, tailored to individual needs.
Given that most of our daily lives have been disrupted within a short space of time and with little
opportunities to plan ahead, RUHAMA have compiled an extensive list of what is available from
organisations, Museums and individuals nationally online covering the following areas:
a. Virtual tours of Museums and galleries.
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b. Digital Concerts.
c. Libraries Ireland resources, including audio books, E-books.
d. Health and Wellbeing- Yoga online with free classes; Guided meditations.
e. Education and Development via COURSERA, the Shaw Academy and other Online learning
Resources.
f. Resources for children – Scoilnet; Twinkl; Dabledoo Music; Microsoft Code; Write Reader and
many, many free supports and services.
For more: www.ruhama.ie
7). Creative ways to attend training on prevention of Human Trafficking- Update from Sr. Gabriella
Mezinger, SJC and Sr. Gabriella Legradi, SCSC., Hungary.
Just before the Pandemic reached Hungary, OM Hungary (a Faith-based
organisation which works with local churches throughout Hungary)
organised a week-long human trafficking prevention training programme
from 16-21 March, 2020. Colleagues at OM South Africa sent two trainers
to Hungary with their Traffick-Wise training.
However, on 16 March which was to be the first day of the training, the
Hungarian Government prohibited public events in the country in an effort
to reduce the spread of the Corona virus. In response and not to waste the
preparations for the training, the team set up the training online in Hungary and it went ahead as
planned.
Two sisters from SOLWODI Hungary took part in it and two of our volunteers. The training was a very
professional formation, touching and inspiring for all the 14 participants. It is planned to put all this
training into practice in awareness-raising workshops once COVID-19 social distancing regulations
have relaxed.
8). Insights into victim support come from Lalini Gunawardena, OLCGS.
Work at grassroots level is so very demanding and requires a
long-term investment, patience and great hope in possibilities.
As RENATE members share their experiences with us, we are
uplifted by the impacts of their work and rejoice in the renewal
and hope for the future.
Claudia is with us for about 5 years now, brought by the police in
Korce, Albania and was immediately admitted into the mental
hospital in Elbasan as she was mercilessly abused by the
traffickers outside Albania. We were told that she was in Bulgaria
and Milan. Since then, the social services handed her over to us
and we now accompany her. We provide her with medicine, food, clothes and with regular visits to
8
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her and her family. We did a complete repair to her house which
was in a miserable state. We also equipped the house with basic furniture, including the kitchen.
Due to her unstable health condition when necessary, she has to be admitted to the mental hospital
from time to time. We sisters have to buy her special medicine and provide her with everything
essential for her living. At the moment our aim is to give the family a proper toilet and water. The
sisters support her and accompany her with great love and respect.
Ela was trafficked 7 years ago – waiting in Durres, Albania, to be sent to Italy. After she was rescued
by her own father, she was found pregnant by her trafficker. Her family advised her to abort the baby
if she wanted to be accepted by the family. Ela did not want to kill the baby in her womb. She gave
birth to a beautiful boy. We sisters accompanied Ela and also her family in her struggle. From the
beginning we sisters helped her and her little son, providing them with medicine, food and sometimes
clothing too. Ela had gone to school only up to grade 9. We took the responsibility to give her the love
and care to bring her back to normal life. She took time to overcome the traumas she experienced
before she was fully able to begin her studies. We encouraged her to complete her studies which
would give her the education to empower her life. Ela wants to be a nurse. We supported her to get
a good part-time job in the mornings so that she could attend school in the afternoon. Really, she is a
very bright student. We give her classes in English as well as providing all the necessary books for her
studies.
Her little boy is going to school and is now in 2nd class and doing quite well. We felt strongly that we
should empower both the mother and the child, offering them a good education until the very end,
so as to uplift her life socially and spiritually in every way. Ela is very keen to complete her university
degree in Nursing and achieve a professional qualification to realise her dream.
We also accompany many Roma children found loitering on the streets. We give them breakfast and
short lessons on Shqip, drawing etc. We provide them with a shower, change of clothes and launder
their dirty clothes to be ready for the next days. We encourage the parents to send their children to
school so their futures will be bright with possibilities. This is our mission for prevention work.

9). Modern Slavery/Human Trafficking:- Selective summary of recent news and updates,
from The Haven of Light, UK.
At this time of the COVID-19 Pandemic, there are hundreds of
thousands of people who are still trapped in slavery throughout the
world, experiencing abuse and violence and at risk of contracting the
CORONA virus and becoming ill. Exploitation and criminality will not
stop, and it is anticipated that the situation for potential victims may
get worse, due to the desperation and vulnerability that so many
people are now facing, and the many opportunities for criminals to
take advantage of those in need.
With this in mind, it is vital that the work continues, and the strategies
against modern slavery and human trafficking are developed on
international and local levels. Consisting of a collation of a wide range
of links to reports and organisations worldwide, the information
9
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provided in the document ‘’Modern Slavery/Human Trafficking
update,’’ has been produced by the Haven of Light through various means. The collated document
provides a selective summary of recent news and updates, focusing on the subjects of modern
slavery, human trafficking, exploitation, and related issues, in the UK and internationally.
For more information on the haven of Light www.havenoflight.co.uk
10). International Justice Mission (IJM) sign protocol agreement with Romanian anti-human
trafficking authorities (ANITP).
RENATE member Shawn Kohl, IJM
Director for Eastern and Central
Europe shares the good news of the
IJM signing its first agreement to
collaborate with the Romanian
Government through the Ministry of
Internal Affairs’ National Agency for
Combatting Trafficking in Persons
(ANITP).
ANITP is responsible for national trafficking prevention efforts, coordinating support to survivors and
coordinating a wide array of activities critical to anti-trafficking efforts in Romania. The Director for
ANITP, Maximilian-Axel Nicolae said at the signing, “I am very excited about this partnership and
look forward to introducing IJM to all ANITP staff across the country.”
This is a critical first step for IJM in Romania and in Eastern Europe. It solidifies and formalises IJM’s
partnership with the Romanian Government to end human trafficking and to care for survivors. This
agreement is the necessary first step for beginning collaborative efforts between the two parties for
the protection of victims of trafficking.
Vulnerable Romanians are exploited in both labour and sex trafficking, within Romania itself and
across borders into other European countries. Citizens in Western European countries often drive
the demand for exploitation, and it is critical for all government and anti-trafficking actors to work
holistically and across borders to eliminate the abuse.
Shawn Kohl, IJM Director for Eastern and Central Europe said, “the Government of Romania,
through ANITP, should be recognised and appreciated as it took another step to end trafficking in
persons through its decision to work with IJM and build coalitions. We must have all hands on deck
to end this scourge of our time and I am excited for this partnership to grow.”
More at: https://www.ijm.org/news/all-hands-on-deck-to-end-trafficking-inromania?fbclid=IwAR0cfT-sQdXtMVbct6iLRxPj_VSKSvHcXDIDo1Q-6htw9E57Ce3_fB2x2qI
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RENATE Focus groups.
1. RENATE HOUSE OF PRAYER.
Be sure to log on to the House of
Prayer, which occupies a central
position on the RENATE Homepage.
We hope you enjoy the virtual Prayer
Book, which offers a Daily Dias where
you can ‘turn the pages’ and enjoy a
daily Dias.
log on to www.renate-europe.net
Open the link under ‘House of Prayer.’

____________________________________________________________________

2. RENATE Film Festival. RENATE Events website goes live!

Now is the time to encourage all the young people you know to prepare short films (3 and a half
minutes to a maximum of four minutes duration) on any aspects of anti-human trafficking
awareness-raising.
They can upload their entries to the RENATE events site (www.renateevents.net ) and in addition to
achieving a lasting media presence which will impact positively on Human Trafficking awarenessraising, entrants are in with the possibility of winning a cash prize. All winning films will be screened
at the RENATE film festival which will be held at BAFTA and Royal Society of Arts Centre in Piccadilly,
London, on E.U. Anti-Human Trafficking Day, 18 October 2020.
https://www.renateevents.net/film-competition
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RENATE Policy Statement on Human Trafficking and the Law.
'RENATE endeavours to abolish all forms of human trafficking and exploitation
that violates the human dignity and rights of persons.
Throughout its European Network, RENATE adopts a Victim-Centred, Human
Rights, Trauma-informed approach in relation to the Law.' (12 May 2019).

3. RENATE Law enforcement/legal task group.
Vision Document for the Law Enforcement/Legal Task
Group Policy Statement.
This working group desires to implement the spirit and
intent from the Policy Statement to abolish all forms of
human trafficking and exploitation and care for
survivors.

Photo courtesy of William Cho.

Vision: To End All Forms of Human trafficking and
exploitation and care for survivors in a holistic multidisciplinary approach.

Mission: To set forth in a comprehensive method of sharing existing legal frameworks and
protections in order to best serve victims of THB and those service providers who care for survivors.
In order for an effective response, those who have been exploited are due certain basic supports
through effective legal mechanisms including legal, social and other protections. Furthermore, those
who are responsible for the exploitation should be held accountable under the relevant laws to
ensure the survivor is safe and the perpetrator does not continue to exploit others.
Methodology: This working group will seek and employ methodologies that are informed through
research and data to determine how best to go about their activities. This methodology should be
informed through grassroots efforts and key learnings so that research is well grounded in reality.

__________________________________________________________________________

4.

RENATE General Assembly- 7-13 November, 2021, Fatima, Portugal.
The theme for the third RENATE Assembly is
‘’Together Towards 2030.’’ This theme is chosen
with a view to realising the Sustainable
Development Goals. The Assembly focus group is
working together with RENATE members based in
Portugal to ensure we maximise the experience of
all RENATE members who will be present in Fatima.

Currently the Assembly Focus group is finalising the
details of the Assembly, having secured the venue and keynote speakers. The Assembly Programme
12
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is designed with a view to ensuring a balance between input
from speakers, interaction and dialogue amongst the delegates, by way of reflection upon and
responses to keynotes talks.
Over the week, the mandate from the Assembly will unfold as we consider the key question: ‘’What
are the areas RENATE is called to for the next five years?’’
______________________________________________________________________________

5. Shelter/Safe Houses group.
This working group has seen a complete reversal in the freedoms and
natures of supports to victims and potential victims of human trafficking
and exploitation as a result of COVID-19.
Shelters and Safe Houses continue but with limitations, having regard to
restricted movement for the women and girls, as well as limited
movement of those who would normally work in a supportive capacity in
the shelters and Safe Houses, e.g. therapists, counsellors, teachers.
Due to government restrictions in almost all RENATE-members’
countries, all offices have been either temporarily closed or limited to
reduced staff numbers, thereby reducing capacity to engage person to
person. However, online supports, counselling and therapies have
become widely popular as alternatives, albeit a poor substitute for the
personal. WhatsApp has also become a viable alternative to personal
contact. Prayer for the victims is an essential component of current

Official opening of Good
Shepherd Congregation’s
support.
new Dar Merhba Bik 2nd
Shelter Malta- 5 December
Due to restrictions on movements, many of the girls in European countries who had been
2019.

prostituted on the streets, are now in apartments/houses and therefore not as easily accessible to
support.
In some RENATE-member countries, while there are shelters for victims of violence and domestic
abuse, there are none specifically designated for women. For the avoidance of spreading the
infection, many homeless are cared for in hotels-given food, shelter, a bath. They greatly value the
experience of ‘’normal’’ life, or a reliable routine/shelter/security/food/hygiene and being looked
after Medically.
There is ongoing concerns amongst the membership, for the increased incidence of child/youth
online sexual abuse, grooming etc. as reported by all international agencies (OSCE; Freedom United;
ILO et al ) who have noticed increased online usage by all age-groups, due to lockdown restrictions.
Online trafficking and sexual exploitation are thriving now during the COVID-19 lockdown.
____________________________________________________________________________
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6. Capacity building.
(a). As part of the RENATE General Assembly Mandate in November 2017, RENATE members
requested training on the theme of ‘Advocacy, Communications and the SDGs’. Although originally
planned for earlier in the year, because of travel restrictions due to COVID-19, the training will now
take place 25-30 October, 2020, in Albania. A maximum of 25 places have been assigned, with
priority given to those members who are involved in anti-trafficking awareness-raising and
Advocacy. We are really looking forward to getting together, sharing best practise and learning from
one another. Let’s hope there will be no new restrictions imposed due to COVID-19!

(b) Each year, RENATE offers its members a short time of quiet and reflection, based on the Christian
Scriptures. This opportunity provides time and space to look at how member’s spirituality affects
their work with trafficked persons. RENATE Retreats are a valuable and essential component of
capacity building and support to members.
This year, due to COVID-19 restrictions, RENATE members from two member countries are invited to
host the retreat in their own country. If you are interested in applying to organise the RENATE
retreat for members in your own country, please contact communications@renate-europe.net
________________________________________________________________________________

7. Advocacy and 8. Awareness-raising.
Advocacy and Awareness-raising are critically important aspects of our work to raise
awareness and conscientise the wider audience. Both help greatly in efforts to widen the net of
those who collaborate and engage with RENATE in its mission to end human trafficking and

exploitation.
In addition to the Advocacy and Awareness-raising activities referred to in the opening
pages of this Newsletter, we also want to share with you the following:
Oral statement delivered at the UN, Geneva.
On 16 June 2020, Mirjam Beike, Congregation of Our
Lady of Charity Good Shepherd (OLCGS) and member
of RENATE Europe, delivered an oral statement on
behalf of six NGOs, at the resumed 43rd Human Rights
Council of the UN in Geneva, under item 8 of the
Vienna Declaration- working to eliminate all forms of
exploitation in trafficking of women.
The focus of the statement was on the urgency to End Demand; the criminalisation of the
exploitation of Prostitution; a demand that there be no punitive measures on women who have
been prostituted and the prohibition of profit-making by third parties in the running of brothels.
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The statement which Mirjam read in its entirety over the
allocated 90 seconds also included a call to ensure legal structures for Migration Policies, as
migration in its own right renders persons vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation.
Full recording at : https://www.facebook.com/GSIJP/videos/2588888498096618/
____________________________________________________________________________

9. Fund-raising and development.
RENATE is grateful to its funders for their support, both financial and in kind. However, we are
obliged to source matched funding also. This is achieved by virtue of the incalculable investment of
time and professional skills by Religious across the RENATE network, and on a voluntary basis.
Some members of RENATE work on Grant applications, making several applications annually with a
view to sourcing additional funding. If you know of any benefactors who may be interested in
supporting RENATE’s work, please feel free to share the contact details.
_________________________________________________________________________________

RENATE Community Facebook Group!
The RENATE Community Facebook Group account is up and running!
We believe that the creation of a RENATE community Facebook group will further enable
members to connect and contribute to the mission of RENATE cross-border. You will be able
to post photos, thoughts, updates and more onto the page. This will extend your mission for
greater influence and enable other RENATE members to read and respond to your inputs.
It is a really effective way of bringing the members together, on mission, in a virtual way and
you will have the freedom to take control of your own input as this Facebook setting allows
you to put your own individual posts up on the site - this is not possible on our general
RENATE Facebook page.
The RENATE Community Facebook Group page will allow us to showcase the diverse activities of the
network whilst at the same time, gain insights into the challenges faced and achievements gained.
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Through this mechanism, we can also encourage dialogue on certain topics that might interest
people and spark conversations and sharing.
Connect via the following link: https://www.facebook.com/renateurope/groups/?ref=page_internal
We look forward to your participation and engagement.

Resources and International Links:
Talitha Kum: https://talithakum.info
International Union of Superiors General: www.internationalunionsuperiorsgeneral.org
Haven of Light (North Wales) monthly Resource listing: www.havenoflight.co.uk
Women @the Well: https://www.watw.org.uk
Contre La Traite des Humains Newsletters- www.contrelatraite.org
Stop Trafficking Newsletters – https://www.sistersagainsttrafficking.org/stop-trafficking-newsletter/
UNANIMA: https://unanima-international.org
Australian Catholic Religious Against Trafficking in Humans; https://acrath.org.au
ARISE Foundation: https://arisefdn.org
Medaille Trust: https://www.medaille-trust.org.uk

Be part of the RENATE Network:
Email: Communications@renate-europe.net
Join us on Twitter : @RenateEurope1
Follow us on Facebook:@renateurope
Instagram: RENATE_EUROPE
Sign up for the RENATE Community Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/renateurope/groups/?ref=page_internal
Sign up for the RENATE Film Festival: www.renateevents.net
Sign up for Website membership www.renate-europe.net
Anne Kelleher, Editor.
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